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Summary: 

Dating is a fascinating shared social experience that influences both the functions of 

larger social institutions such as entertainment and economics as well as daily micro interactions 

between individuals. Dating is defined as the process of meeting people socially for possible 

mate selection (Benokraitis 210). As society has changed, so has dating, and vice versa (Eaton & 

Rose 845). The goal of this presentation is to provide a brief glimpse into the history of dating, 

establish a working understanding of contemporary dating, and produce an understanding of how 

society shapes dating, and how dating, in turn, shapes society.  

Before I begin I would like to set the parameters for our discussion. Dating practices vary 

widely from society to society. One’s relationship with dating is influenced by socioeconomic 

status, race, ethnicity, sexuality, gender, and a myriad of other demographic criteria. For time’s 

sake, this conversation remains broad in scope, focusing mainly how dating as a concept 

influences society. I, of course, recognize the value of discussions on dating through say a 

critical race theory or feminist lense, but such dialogues are beyond the scope of this project.  

One last order of business before I can discuss the intricate relationship between dating 

and society: I now will present why dating is an important social concept in the first place. 

Dating is a widespread twenty first century precursor to marriage, and provides vital services in 

societies that observe contemporary dating practices (as opposed to groups that practice arranged 

marriage). Dating as it is seen today is the first stepping stone in the formation of a family of 

procreation. But mate selection is not the end of dating’s contributions to society. Some other 

manifest functions of dating are maturation, fun and recreation, companionship, and love and 
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affection. On the other hand, latent functions of dating are socialization, social status, fulfillment 

of ego needs, and sexual experimentation/intimacy (Benokraitis 210-213).  

Dating exists as part of social life because it fulfills these social needs, and because 

dating is the product of the society it serves, it is reflective of that society. For example, dating 

before the feminist movement had a much more rigid form than dating today. While “dating 

scripts” are still easy to spot today (Eaton & Rose 843), the stigmas associated with of deviation 

from dating norms prescribed to one’s gender are gradually growing less severe. This cannot be 

entirely attributed to the rise of feminism, but it was certainly a key player.  

Older dating practices aren’t gone yet, not by a long shot. We are all familiar with the 

stencil for a dinner date. The boy picks up the girl at seven o’clock, opens doors for her, pulls out 

her chair, pays for her meal, we all know how it goes. In this hyper-binary dating ideal, the man 

is entirely in charge. It is almost as if he is the one doing the dating and she is the one being 

dated. Contemporary dating is devaluing this blueprint in several ways. Not only are these 

gender roles growing more lax, but this entire scenario is beginning to dissipate from social life, 

as dinner dates are replaced with more contemporary dating functions such as hangouts, get 

togethers, and hookups, all of which are far more casual than dinner dates (Benokraitis 213). 

So we can see that social processes influence how people date, but it is also important to 

note that the ways in which people date influence society. As casual hangouts and hookups take 

center stage, the economic side of dating may take a hit. People spend lots of money to ensure a 

healthy romantic life. Dating books, grooming products, entertainment, and restaurants are just a 

few examples of products capitalizing on dating (Eaton & Rose 844). The latter two industries 

are in jeopardy as dating evolves. Fewer and fewer young couples are going to the movies or to 
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fancy restaurants in favor of a casual dinner at home with entertainment provided by any number 

of streaming services (e.g., “Netflix and chill”).  

This shift in how new couples spend their time may also play a role in creating more 

egalitarian families later on. It is no longer up to the man to plan everything, as each partner has 

equal capacity to host the date, and as of yet there are not scripted gender roles for contemporary 

stay-at-home dates.  

Dating, to me, has always been an exciting and joy-bringing venture. However, I 

recognize that many issues arise from dating in its current form that I have not addressed such as 

intimate partner violence, STDs, and even just break ups. My hope in presenting an 

understanding of dating is that my peers can better appreciate the ins and outs of this social 

phenomenon that is highly salient in our daily lives as college students and maybe learn a bit 

more about why they as individuals choose to date. 
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Presentation Outline 

1.  What is dating?  

a. Provide definitions for dating and the marriage market and discuss why dating 

should be studied sociologically.  

b. Vocab: Dating, marriage market 

c. Sources Referenced: Finkel 5; Simon & Gagnon 104 

2.  Brief History of Dating Video: Watch video and start discussion on the dating spectrum. 

3. The Dating Spectrum:  

a. Vocab: Traditional dating, contemporary dating (hanging out, getting together, 

hooking up, and stay overs), and traditional-contemporary dating 

b. Sources Referenced: Eaton & Rose 845; England et. al 2007; Jamison & Ganong 

537 

c. Discussion Questions 1-3 

4.  Examine what artifacts of old practices still exist in dating today by looking at dating 

scripts.  

a. Vocab: Dating scripts 

b. Sources Referenced: Eaton & Rose 884 

c. Discussion Questions 4 and 5 

5.  Activity: Look online and see what dating tips you can find and how they fit the script. 

6.  Why do we need dating? After analyzing nature of 21st century dating, discuss what 

social needs dating fulfills.  

a. Vocab: Manifest and latent functions of dating 
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b. Discussion Question 6 

7.  How does dating influence society? Discuss how people meet their spouses and analyze 

how that impacts routine.  

a. Topics: Meeting others and online dating 

b. Discussion Questions 7-9 

8.  Theories: Drawing from previous knowledge of sociological theories, and all of the 

information presented, discuss what various schools of thought might have to say about 

dating. 

9. Concluding remarks: Brief review of all content.  
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Discussion Questions: 

1. Can we speculate what impacts the widespread observance of hooking up has on more 

committed romantic relationships? 

2. Stayovers are a major aspect of contemporary dating, especially in college; do you think they 

are a good or bad idea? What impacts might this practice have on the dating process as it relates 

to finding a spouse? 

3. Do you think one end of the dating spectrum is better than the other? What makes it so (e.g., 

more practical, more egalitarian)?  

4. What are some components of dating scripts observed by our society? What happens if we 

break them? 

5. How do dating scripts vary by gender and are they applicable to both traditional and 

contemporary dating? 

6. One of the latent functions of dating is basically helping teens understand sex and sexuality. A 

perpetually hot debate is the role schools should play in sex education. Do you think schools and 

dating are both necessary to achieve this task, or is one more pragmatic than the other? 

7. How might the fact that people are often meeting their spouses in professional environments 

influence day to day interactions among single individuals in the workplace? In the classroom? 

8. Do you think your personal knowledge of contemporary dating practices influences your 

behavior? If so, how? 

9. If personality traits are not an accurate indicator of romantic compatibility, what is?  

10. What would various sociological theories say about the role of dating in society? 
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Handout: 

Summary:  

Dating is an important social phenomenon that, like virtually all other aspects of social 

life, has evolved significantly in recent decades with new technologies and social movements. 

This presentation provides an overview of specialized vocabulary used when discussing dating 

from a sociological standpoint, a look into the evolution of dating from traditional to 

contemporary practices (as well as a look at where the two overlap), analyses of social processes 

influencing dating and dating influencing social processes, and a brief discussion of theoretical 

understandings of dating. 

Key Terms and Corresponding Textbook Pages:  

- Dating (p. 210): The Process of meeting people socially for possible mate selection  

- Marriage Market (p. 210): Term used by sociologists to describe the dating process, 

presents it as a place where people “compare the assets and liabilities of eligible partners 

and choose the best available mate.”  

- The Dating Spectrum (p. 213-216): Refers to the differences and similarities between 

traditional and contemporary dating. 

- Traditional Dating (p. 213): One end of the dating spectrum losing popularity in the 

21st century even though it was the primary dating style until the 1970s. This type of 

dating includes strict gender roles with men always taking charge and woman “repaying 

them” (e.g., with a goodnight kiss). The goal of this dating is to find a spouse.  

- Contemporary Dating (p. 213-215): One end of the dating spectrum that began roughly 

with the industrial revolution and really took shape in the 1970s. Much less rigid than 
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traditional dating. This dating may or may not have marriage as the end goal. Key 

components of this type of dating are: 

- Hanging out: An adolescent pastime in which people meet up somewhere and 

plan activities on the spot.  

- Getting together: More intimate and structured than hanging out, a group meets 

at a members house or at a party (often pooling drugs and alcohol). These are 

popular because there is little emotional stress if one cannot find a date. 

- Hooking up: A casual sexual encounter ranging from kissing to sexual 

intercourse. Can often lead to a committed relationship. A widespread norm 

amongst college students and common when alcohol is present. However, lots of 

sexual double standards surround hooking up.  

- Stayovers (p. 216): When couples spend three or more nights per week together 

but maintain separate homes. This is the middle ground between casual dating and 

more formal commitment.  

- Traditional Contemporary Dating (215-216): Traditions that are popular today but 

reminiscent of the strict code that characterizes traditional dating. 

- Homecoming Parties: A great example of a traditional-contemporary dating 

practice. Boys ask girls and usually drive and plan dinner etc.  

- The Dinner Date: An often idealized vision of dating still popular in the media 

today. Easily recognizable, this type of date follows a rigid script: “How about 

dinner tonight? Pick you up at eight?” 
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- “Dutch Dating”: When both parties on a date help pay, a good example of a 

contemporary twist on classical dating.  

- Manifest Functions of Dating (p. 210-212): Intended and easily recognized purposes of 

dating including:  

- Maturation: Dating signals someone has reached puberty and is capable of 

emotional intimacy outside the family, as well as capability of sexual expression. 

- Fun and recreation: Dating relieves boredom, stress, and loneliness.  

- Companionship: Regardless of one's age, dating provides companionship, and 

can help people who have been widowed. 

- Love and affection: Dating is a socially acceptable way to enjoy intimacy. 

- Mate selection: Dating is usually a search for a marital partner, even if people 

don’t admit it.  

- Latent Functions of Dating (p. 212-213): Unintended and not easily recognized 

purposes of dating. Includes: 

- Socialization: Dating allows people to learn what is expected from their gender, 

how family structures other than their own function, and other beliefs and values. 

Dating can help adolescents develop their one-on-one communication skills 

- Social status: Dating someone attractive or wealthy enhances social standing. 

- Fulfillment of ego needs: Getting a date increases one's self esteem. 

- Sexual experimentation and intimacy: Many teens learn about sex by dating. 

- Big business: There is a vast economic market for dating related products and 

services: people buy clothing, grooming, food, entertainment, dating books 
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